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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Access Control Report 2016: Legacy Infrastructure 
and Motivations for Upgrading. 

Sponsored by access control innovators HID Global this is a 
white paper with two distinct components. Firstly, what kind of 
infrastructure is already installed in the EMEA (Europe, Middle 
East, Africa) region and how widely deployed are the latest 
technologies in this market? And secondly, what are the plans, 
motivations and reservations of security technology buyers around 
upgrading or replacing existing systems? There is also a section 
focusing on mobile access and storing personal credentials on 
multiple platforms.

Courtesy of a poll of hundreds of security managers, heads of 
security, facility managers and other end users, we also explored 
the influence of internal corporate politics and organisational 
changes on investment decisions, how disruptive access-control 
installations are perceived to be and the rise of mobile, remote 
access and the BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) trend.

IHS, a world-renowned research consultancy with a long pedigree 
in access control in the EMEA region, has kindly provided its 
own comments on the survey results and their implications. 
Blake Kozak, a senior analyst specialising in access control at the 
company, provides the analysis.

HID Global, which was launched in 1991 and acquired by ASSA 
ABLOY in 2000, has also offered its own viewpoint at junctures 
throughout the report.
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This survey was sent to our diverse database of IFSEC Global subscribers 
with respondents representing a cross-section of professionals with 
varying degrees of involvement in commissioning, buying, managing or 
operating access control systems. 

Respondents spanned a wide spectrum of sectors, from education 
to retail, encompassing both the private sector and government. 
The insights in this report reflect a broad swathe of business sizes 
too, with organisations of fewer than 50 employees accounting for a 
similar proportion to those with more than 1,000 staff (38% and 36% 
respectively).

Although security managers and facility managers accounted for the 
largest component of those surveyed at 33% there was also a sizeable 
contingent of senior executives and owners, which accounted for 25% 
of the total. The survey was completed by professionals who work with 
access control systems in some capacity in countries throughout the 
EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) region.

In which sector does your business operate?

0%

3%

6%

9%

12%

15%

■ Miscellaneous office-based 13%

■ Government 10%

■ Manufacturing/engineering 10%

■ Retail 10%

■ Government 10%

■ Security and fire services 9%

■ Distribution/suppliers 8%

■ Utilities/energy 6%

■ Healthcare/pharmaceuticals 5%

■ Residential housing 5%

■ Transport 5%

■ Education 4%

■ IT/Cyber security 4%

■ Hospitality/leisure/entertainment 4%

■ Finance/Banking 2%

■ Construction 1%

DEMOGRAPHICS
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Which of these advantages does your existing 
access control system o
er? 

71%

44%

41%

30% 30%

27%

23%

19%

9%
7%

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE: DOES IT 
MEET TODAY’S SECURITY NEEDS?

Respondents were quizzed on the merits of their existing access control 
system. By far the most commonly cited benefit offered by existing 
infrastructure was multiple levels of access depending on an individual’s 
level of authority, garnering 71% of responses. 

Beyond this, however, none of the common features of modern access 
control systems – and respondents were able to select as many as they 
wanted from a multiple-choice list – polled more than 50%. Registering 
44% the ability to manage multiple technologies and credentials 
remotely from a single device, through a single platform, ranked second.

The view from IHS – Access Control & Fire
“It’s no surprise that remote access and securing more than just doors and 
entrances are quite high in the list. These have been top industry trends 
for the past 3-5 years and we have really seen adoption and interest take 
off – beyond just talk and buzzwords.” Blake Kozak, principal analyst

■ Multiple levels of access depending on
authority

■ Manage multiple technologies
credentials remotely through single 
device and platform

■ Scope for securing more than just doors
and entrances (eg, lockers, servers etc)

■ Encrypted credentials

■ Field programmable

■ RFID access with multiple devices such
as smartphones or tablets

■ High frequency

■ Ongoing behavioural analysis

■ Lifetime warranty

■ Other
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Respondents were offered the chance to comment further on their 
current systems and here’s a selection of the most interesting responses: 

• “Good front end system, reliable, easy access to reports”
• “We use a combination of card and handscan”
• “We use turnstiles and maglocks on doors”
• From someone in the residential housing sector: “Access control for

communal TV aerial. TV reception is a privilege and, if rent is not paid,
can be withdrawn”

• “We install access-control solutions onto our construction sites
typically with a turnstile in a cabin activated by card and hand in and 
card out. We use HRS for install/software”

• “Our system is basic but there are many areas that we need to extend
security to – a more advanced system is maybe the answer”

• From a respondent in the construction sector: “Prompts when forklift
truck training is due inside a six-week window, eventually denying 
access if training expires. Doesn’t allow visitors access if site induction 
hasn’t been carried out through visitor management. Helps with 
director liability as these decisions are monitored through technology, 
where before we did it manually”

Another respondent said they “have RFID tags. We had fingerprint 
scanners, but they were seriously unreliable as they could not read some 
fingerprints. Biometric scanners are useless.” This was not the only time 
people expressed reservations about the reliability of biometric scanners. 

The view from HID Global
“Lifetime warranty is not that common in our industry, giving a clear 
advantage to suppliers who can offer it as it provides peace of mind 
to the end user. It tends to be offered by the larger, more established 
suppliers that can afford to do so. However, access control readers 
often are replaced with new models before they stop working due to its 
everyday use.” 

And the survey suggests that fewer than one in two installed solutions 
can secure more than just doors and entrances (ie lockers, cabinets, 
computers, printers, cloud servers and so on); are field programmable; 
have encrypted credentials; or offer RFID access with multiple devices 
such as smartphones or tablets. Only 23% of systems are high frequency, 
while fewer still – 19% – offer behavioural analysis, which means the use 
of analytics software to monitor user behaviour patterns and amend 
authentication complexity and frequency accordingly. 

But if the aforementioned functions are relatively recent innovations 
then the same could not be said for lifetime warranty, which nevertheless 
ranked bottom with just 9%.

“Lifetime warranty 
tends to be offered 
by the larger, 
more established 
suppliers that can 
afford to do so” 

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE: 
DOES IT MEET TODAY’S 

SECURITY NEEDS?
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Another respondent said they “have RFID tags. We had fingerprint 
scanners, but they were seriously unreliable as they could not read some 
fingerprints. Biometric scanners are useless.” This was not the only time 
people expressed reservations about the reliability of biometric scanners. 

Security needs
Respondents were asked about how critical their security needs were in 
various contexts. A large majority (81%) agreed with the statement that 
“some of our access-controlled areas ideally require a higher level of 
security than others” – for example if they contained expensive assets or 
sensitive materials. 

An even higher proportion – 84% – said they required different levels 
of access depending on an individual’s authority. Consider that 71% of 
installed systems have multiple levels of access and it’s clear there’s a 

Some of our access-controlled areas ideally require a 
higher level of security than others (ie if they contain
expensive assets or sensitive materials) 

81%

19%

We require di�erent levels of access depending on an 
individual's authority

84%

16%

We require access control for areas other than doors 
and entrances (eg lockers, cabinets, computers, 
printers, cloud servers etc) 

70%

30%

Do these statements apply to you?

The view from IHS – Access Control & Fire
“Although biometrics still have room for improvement, they have come a 
long way – similar to the video analytics market – so poor performance 
could be attributed to older technology or less reputable brands. 
Performance is also closely tied to the end user industry – fingerprint 
readers would not be expected to work well in manufacturing or 
industrial environments and some countries restrict the use of biometric 
templates. We forecast biometric unit shipments in the EMEA region to 
have a CAGR of 8.5% from 2014 to 2019.” Blake Kozak, principal analyst

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE: 
DOES IT MEET TODAY’S 

SECURITY NEEDS?
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The view from HID Global
“These growing security demands could be a result of company 
expansion where an access system needs to grow together with the 
company size. This could be due to organic growth or as a result of 
mergers and acquisitions. Notably, there tends to be a difference 
between the access-control system needs of a small and medium 
business and that of a large enterprise, with the latter requiring more 
scalable solutions, allowing individual access levels and other features.” 

How often do third-party consultants/contractors or 
temporary sta	 require short-term access to your 
building and systems?

29%

17%

8%

46%

sizeable number of systems out there that fail to meet the organisation’s 
basic security needs nor secure the building as effectively as they 
should.

Likewise, 41% of those polled had digital locks securing cabinets, 
computers, cloud servers and other access points other than doors and 
entrances, yet 70% felt their organisation required digital locks – an even 
greater gulf and more under-served market.

It’s clear there 
are many systems 
out there that 
fail to meet the 
organisation’s basic 
security needs

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE: 
DOES IT MEET TODAY’S 

SECURITY NEEDS?
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Short-term/temporary authorisation
Temporary staff, freelancers and contractors account for a growing 
proportion of the workforce, while most companies welcome external 
visitors into their premises on a daily basis. Little surprise, then, that a mere 
8% of respondents never have any temporary or third-party consultants/
contractors requiring short-term access to their building. Forty-six percent 
said they frequently had such visitors and 29% said ‘sometimes’. Even the 
17% who ‘rarely’ have such visitors still require a system that can create, 
amend and delete/deactivate credentials quickly and without hassle. The 
modern access control system must deal with a constant churn of shifting 
credentials, distinguishing between temporary and permanent staff, high-
level and low-level authorisations. 

Several survey respondents said external visitors were accompanied by 
staff at all times. Perhaps a better electronic access control system, which 
effectively secured all confidential assets – whether in cabinets or on 
computers – might make this unnecessary in some cases.

One respondent revealed how their access control system helped 
during evacuation drills. “We carry out training on a weekly basis in our 
environment, so knowing who is in the building at any one time is critical,” 
they wrote. “Our system automates evacuation and musters with tag boards 
so we can see who is still in the building from a tablet.”

Another was clearly receptive to any access control solution that could 
reduce both operating costs and the administrative burden, bemoaning that 
the “issue of cards for short-term users is very costly in administration. This 
issue is not resolved by biometrics either due to admin burden for initial 
setup.” 

The view from HID Global
 “It is important that companies with frequent visitors integrate 
visitor management solutions into their access control system, which 
significantly improves issuance of temporary credentials and makes 
the whole process more efficient and compliant. Temporary employees 
could be issued with cards with time-limited access. Another possible 
solution is to create mobile IDs, which are quick and easy to create, for 
visitors.” 

The view from IHS – Access 
Control & Fire
“Reducing the touchpoints for 
entering employee information 
into a system has been one of 
the industry’s priorities. The PLAI 
specification means an identity 
can be entered into Microsoft’s 
widely used and LDAP-compliant 
Active Directory and then 
automatically propagate all that 
identity’s associated privileges 
and credentials to physical access 
control systems (PACS). Similarly, 
when an identity is removed 
from Active Directory, the PLAI 
specification automatically 
propagates the revocation of 
privileges and credentials in the 
physical access control systems.” 
Blake Kozak, principal analyst

One survey 
respondent said the 
“issue of cards to 
short-term users 
is very costly in 
administration” 

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE: 
DOES IT MEET TODAY’S 

SECURITY NEEDS?
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Do you plan to upgrade your access control system?

56%

10%

34%

■ In the next 18 months
■ Yes, not sure when
■ No plans to upgrade

PLANS AND MOTIVES FOR 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS

Not far short of one in two respondents had plans to upgrade – 
whether in the next 18 months or they were “not sure when.” The 
44% of organisations that intend to upgrade clearly believe that the 
latest innovations in access control add enough value to warrant the 
investment. “We would choose to upgrade our existing solution as the 
manufacturer is continually innovating,” wrote one respondent who was 
clearly loyal to the manufacturer of their current solution. We have dealt 
with the barriers to upgrading on page 16

“Many end 
users will delay 
upgrading unless 
systems become 
incompatible or 
some form of 
compliance or 
regulation forces 
an upgrade”

The view from IHS – Access Control & Fire
“Upgrading legacy equipment remains one of the primary challenges 
of the access control industry today. One reason is that access 
control equipment tends to be in the field for a very long time, so 
when equipment doesn’t break, there are fewer incentives to spend 
on upgrades that aren’t perceived as necessary. Many end users will 
therefore delay upgrading unless systems become incompatible or 
some form of compliance or regulation forces an upgrade. Furthermore, 
many end users only want basic technology (often proximity) so 
educating these folks on the advantages of new technology is often an 
uphill climb.” Blake Kozak, principal analyst

The view from HID Global
 “I’m not surprised by the numbers as some may indeed have recently 
upgraded systems and feel content with them. Typically there is 
no standard lifetime of access control systems even though some 
companies have created internal policies to upgrade their security 
systems every few years. 

“There may be multiple features organisations with ageing systems 
are missing out on, such as higher levels of security and keeping 
abreast of the latest advancements in credential technology, which 
are constantly evolving. In fact, innovations are emerging so often that 
some technologies that were considered state of the art a few years ago 
are already considered outdated. Newer credential technologies allow 
for several applications on one physical access card, simplifying the 
system’s everyday use for end users. 

“Also on the rise is the trend in using mobile devices as credentials, 
facilitating secure and convenient mobile access. To support this some 
parts of the access control system, such as the readers, may need an 
upgrade. Finally, it could be necessary to unify credential technology 
and access control infrastructure as a result of mergers and acquisitions 
or if there is rapid organic company growth.”
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Sought-after functionality in new systems
Ease of use is the quality those canvassed would most like in a new 
access control system. They were asked to pick precisely three options 
from a list of features.

Next up was multiple levels of access depending on authority, which 
polled 32%, followed by future-proofed technology (so field-upgradable 
to accommodate future trends like wearables or mobile access) on 29%.
 
Open-standards-based technology, which made it into the top three of 
21% of respondents, is key to future-proofing technology, which scored 
higher with 29%, as it means customers can integrate a wide range of 
software and platforms from a variety of manufacturers. 

Seventeen percent thought lifetime warranty was important enough 
to put in their top three ahead of several other compelling benefits – 
compared to just 10% who already enjoy a lifetime warranty with their 
current system (see page 10 for a comment from HID Global on this 
issue). 

0

10

20

30

40

50

Which THREE of these advantages would you 
most require in a new access control system? 

48%

32%

29%

24%

21% 21%

18% 18%

17% 17%

14% 14%

13%

8%

6%

■ Easy to use

■ Multiple levels of access depending on
authority

■ Future-proofed tech so field-upgradable

■ Managing multiple access technologies/
credentials remotely from single device

■ Scope for securing more than just doors
and entrances

■ Open-standards-based tech for easy
integration with other software/plat-
forms

■ Encrypted credentials/cards harder to
clone

■ Easy to scale up

■ RFID/mobile access via smartphones,
tablets and other devices

■ Lifetime warranty

■ Multiple technologies to bridge gap
between legacy and modern tech

■ Ongoing behavioural analysis 

■ Phased introduction that did not 
interrupt daily business

■ Identity data can be moved between
different form factors

■ Field programmable

PLANS AND MOTIVES FOR 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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A research paper we published about a year before this report revealed 
that analytics tools had a similar prevalence among CCTV operators, 
with 18% already deploying analytics software, as compared to the 
19% in this access control survey. But a further 51% of CCTV operators 
professed that they planned to do so, meaning 69% already deployed, or 
planned to deploy, analytics tools – more than three times the 14% polled 
in this survey who prioritised analytics software in their next upgrade, 
hinting at a stronger appetite for analytics tools in video surveillance. It 
is worth restating, however, that respondents considering the merits of 
behavioural analytics tools in their access control system could only pick 
three from a list of 15 potential advantages (whereas respondents to the 
CCTV survey were asked whether they already had analytics software 
and, if not, whether they intended to obtain some).

The view from HID Global
“Behavioural analysis ranks low as the average end user has limited 
knowledge of how this works and the advantages it could bring. The 
same goes for field programming. As suppliers, we need to do a better 
job of educating end users on the added value offered by this feature. 
Analytics can be used as a source of information to evaluate risk 
assessments and plan security upgrades as necessary. It is important 
for access system owners to receive true and factual information 
about state-of-art technology and potential threats in order to make 
appropriate upgrade decisions.

Many customers choose trusted suppliers to manage their security, 
negating the need for field programming. Outsourcing it reduces the 
extra cost and additional security measures for this critical operation. 
“Moving identity data between different form factors ranks low 
compared to other options simply because end users see no immediate 
need for this feature. There is a notion that once you choose one form 
factor when designing an access control system, you use this for the 
system’s entire lifetime. Again, we as suppliers need to raise awareness 
and the benefits of having different form factors.” 

“Analytics can help 
with the evaluation 
of risk assessments 
and planning of 
security upgrades”

PLANS AND MOTIVES FOR 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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The view from IHS – Access Control & Fire
“Manufacturers have continued to innovate with easy-to-use technology, 
especially with electronic locks that offer quick and cost-effective 
installation. Software has also evolved to allow quick and easy access-
rights management. This is especially the case with integration with 
other software like HR software, which ties into one of the top required 
attributes: essentially role-based management. Perhaps where the 
industry has fallen short with end users is the cost of deploying some 
solutions as well as open standards. The access control industry is one 
of the last to the table with open platforms and it will likely be 2-5 years 
before anything significant changes the openness of this industry.” 
Blake Kozak, principal analyst

Media coverage of hacking scandals 

53%

7%

40%

■ A large extent
■ To some extent 
■ Not at all

Coverage of malicious data theft by 
insiders/employees 

40%

15%

45%

■ A large extent
■ To some extent 
■ Not at all

The growing BYOD/CYOD trends

39%

20%

41%

■ A large extent
■ To some extent 
■ Not at all

Growing employee expectations for access cards

25%

29%

46%

■ A large extent
■ To some extent 
■ Not at all

To what extent have the following trends made it MORE likely that you’ll 
upgrade your access control systems?

“The industry has 
perhaps fallen 
short in terms of 
open standards 
and the cost of 
deploying some 
solutions”

PLANS AND MOTIVES FOR 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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The view from HID Global
“Larger organisations tend to upgrade based on concerns about 
security credentials and to protect against hackers. Small to mid-
sized companies may not be able to invest in an upgrade as, for 
example, they may not have a full-time security department handling 
such concerns. Some organisations also do not implement security 
measures as they think that a similar hack wouldn’t happen to them. 
These users change their perception only after a real attack happens 
in their organisation.” 

We also asked a question dealing with certain trends that are helping to 
drive interest in upgrades. For example, 61% of respondents admitted 
that the growing bring-or-choose-your-own-device (BYOD/CYOD) 
trends (employees using their own smartphone, tablet or laptop or 
company-provided devices on company systems) had made it more 
likely that they would upgrade, with 20% ‘to a large extent’. Thirty-nine 
percent said it made no difference. 

Asked whether growing employee expectations for access cards (such 
as in parking, vending or incorporating IT security for fewer passwords) 
made an impact, 75% said that it had, with 29% ‘to a large extent’. Only 
25% said it made no difference. 

Despite a daily diet of cyber scandal in the media, which has even 
exposed the vulnerability of some of the biggest names in technology, 
fewer respondents were as concerned about cyber security, with just 
7% agreeing that media coverage of hacking scandals at the likes of 
Ashley Madison, Sony or Microsoft’s XBox had made them more likely 
to upgrade to ‘a large extent’, albeit a sizeable proportion – 41% – ticked 
the box for ‘to some extent’. Perhaps there’s a perception that modern 
systems, which actually increase the interconnectedness of IT and 
security systems, might even increase the threat. That said, only 6% 
cited the risk of migrating to a less secure technology as their biggest 
misgiving over upgrading (on page 15).

More relevant to security personnel, facilities managers and senior 
executives is the spectre of malicious data theft by insiders/employees. 
It’s unsurprising, then, that media coverage of such events was slightly 
more worrisome, with ‘to a large extent’ posting 15% and ‘to some 
extent’ 45%. And yet this is hardly overwhelming given the gravity of the 
potential consequences. 

“Some organisations 
do not implement 
security measures 
as they don’t think 
they’re at risk from 
cyber hacks. They 
soon change their 
perception if an 
attack does happen” 

PLANS AND MOTIVES FOR 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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“There have been 
few BYOD-related 
installations but 
this is likely to 
change as hotels 
adopt mobile check-
in/room keys and 
the smart home 
concept gains 
traction”

The view from IHS – Access Control & Fire
“Nearly all relevant suppliers of access control have a mobile application 
to manage systems so the influence of BYOD has been significant – we 
just haven’t seen many real-world installations yet. But this is likely to 
change as more hotels adopt mobile check-in/mobile room keys for 
their loyalty programmes and as the smart home concept gains more 
traction. Although we do not expect that BYOD will completely replace 
physical credentials and badges, it is a medium that can promulgate 
access control principles to the masses – whether gaining access to the 
restroom in a coffee shop, your office door, your hotel room, your dorm 
room or gaining access to visitor privileges during a company visit – so 
a piece of plastic is no longer required.” Blake Kozak, principal analyst

Merger/acquisition or rapid business growth to 
multiple sites

35%
27%

37%

■ Much more likely
■ Somewhat more likely
■ Would make little or no  
    di�erence

A security breach that exposed flaw in current system

8%

56%

35%

■ Much more likely
■ Somewhat more likely
■ Would make little or no  
    di�erence

Sharp increase in revenues

39%
23%

38%

■ Much more likely
■ Somewhat more likely
■ Would make little or no  
    di�erence

Frequent malfunctions/maintenance issues

14%

46%

40%

■ Much more likely
■ Somewhat more likely
■ Would make little or no  
    di�erence

Strong demand from employees for better access 
control

25% 25%

50%

■ Much more likely
■ Somewhat more likely
■ Would make little or no  
    di�erence

PLANS AND MOTIVES FOR 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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What is your biggest misgiving about 
upgrading?

55%

16%

12%

11%

6%

■ Cost
■ Disruption to daily business
■ Training/learning a new system
■ Other (please specify)
■ Risk of migrating to a less 
secure technology

75% of respondents 
would be more 
likely to upgrade if 
there were strong 
demand among 
employees

Internal triggers for an upgrade
What about internal, organisational factors? A security breach that 
exposed the flaws in the current system would make an upgrade 
‘much more likely’ for 56% of those polled, while 35% said it would be 
‘somewhat more likely’. 

Eight percent would definitely persevere with their system following a 
breach. Could it be that they’d expect a breach to be down to human 
error rather than the system? Even more people – 14% – said frequent 
malfunctions and maintenance issues would make little difference, 
despite the frequent disruption this would cause. Perhaps in both 
instances the disinclination to consider an upgrade could be explained 
by a belief that senior management would be unlikely to sanction the 
necessary investment.

The other two scenarios posed might swell budgets and would mean 
the access control system must accommodate a growing business 
and changing operational needs. A merger with another business/ 
rapid business growth to multiple sites or a sharp increase in revenues 
garnered similar results to one another, with a majority in both scenarios 
believing that it would make upgrading more likely, albeit more than a 
third saying otherwise in each instance.

Were feedback from employees to signal strong internal demand for a 
better access control system then three quarters of respondents (75%) 
would be at least ‘somewhat more likely’ to upgrade. 

PLANS AND MOTIVES FOR 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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The view from HID Global
 “There’s a widespread misconception about the cost of an upgrade, 
which can be implemented in phases to align with end user investment 
readiness. A large part of existing infrastructure doesn’t even require an 
upgrade, which saves costs. This can include not just cabling but also 
panels and, in some cases, readers. 

“When designing new products HID Global considers upgrade 
requirements and makes products backward-compatible so that 
existing infrastructure can be used if necessary. Cards and readers can 
also support different technologies, making an upgrade as smooth as 
possible. These measures allow for a phased approach in upgrade costs 
so an organisation can manage the process effectively.”

Decision-makers responsible for lower security environments might 
be particularly reluctant to sanction an upgrade. Indeed, survey 
respondents who worked in high security environments such as 
government, healthcare, transportation or finance were more likely to 
have plans to upgrade.

Cited by 16% of respondents disruption to daily business was the second 
biggest concern, while 12% chose ‘training/learning a new system’.

Persuading senior 
management to 
commit funds 
has long been 
complicated by 
the perception 
of security as a 
‘grudge purchase’ 

Even accounting for those organisations that have already installed 
a new system within the last few years, there are clearly many that 
recognise the merits of upgrading but have no plans to do so. It will 
hardly be a revelation that financial constraints top the list of reasons 
why. Regarding the single biggest deterrent to upgrading, the cost of 
installing a new system comfortably eclipsed all other factors with 55%.

Persuading senior management to commit funds has long been 
complicated by the perception of security as a ‘grudge purchase’. 
While a new access control solution might upgrade protection against 
security breaches, perceptions persist that such risks are remote and 
that an upgrade won’t contribute directly to operational efficiency or the 
bottom line like, say, the hiring of new sales or marketing staff would. An 
attitude of “if it ain’t broke, why fix it?” is certainly more likely to prevail 
if the system hasn’t been breached before – even though this doesn’t 
guarantee it won’t happen in the future, especially as threats evolve.

This could be changing, however. Intelligent video analytics platforms 
now offer organisations the ability to monitor the movement patterns 
of both employees and visitors, providing insights into how to use the 
building in a more effective way. 

DETERRENTS TO 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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Offered the chance to specify other objections the following were cited:
• “Poor control of underlying user database”
• “Loss of functionality”
• “Cost always exceeds the quality”
• “Change management – behavioural adoption”
• “Reliability of after-sales service”
• “No misgivings, keeping up with technology is part of life. By

upgrading we take advantage of new features”

The view from IHS – Access Control & Fire
“Access control is not a fast moving industry as it relates to accepting 
change. Legacy equipment is expensive so many end users are reluctant 
to replace what may still work. One way this can be overcome is offering 
true ROI with new offerings and to tailor those offerings for the end user. 
A new tech-savvy startup or growing company may look to using mobile 
credentials, or a high end sports club may look towards facial recognition 
biometrics to impress members.” Blake Kozak, principal analyst

How disruptive to daily business would you 
expect upgrading your system to be?

53%

16%

31%

■ Very disruptive
■ Somewhat disruptive
■ Very little disruption

DETERRENTS TO 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS

“Legacy equipment 
is expensive so 
many end users 
are reluctant to 
replace what may 
still work”
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Perceptions of disruptiveness of installations/upgrades
Opinions were mixed on whether upgrading their access-control solution 
would be disruptive to daily business or not, with a majority anticipating 
that it would be ‘somewhat disruptive’ and nearly twice as many saying 
there would be ‘very little disruption’ (31%) as those opting for ‘very 
disruptive’ (16%).

One respondent said they had found upgrading “somewhat disruptive 
to business activities” but indicated that it was worth the short-term 
inconvenience as it boosted “efficiency”. Another of those polled noted 
that “users do not like change. If it is simply a different card (hardware 
operation is transparent) [then] no big problem in theory. If technology 
changes – for example [to] biometric after using card – then user 
acceptance will always be bad.”

Human error rather than the system itself tended to account for much 
disruption, according to another respondent. “Employees push back 
when the system does not work,” they wrote. “Most perceived system 
failures are due to system operators and database integration and not 
the system itself. Other failures involve third-party hardware (lock-sets, 
door hardware) rather than the access control system.”

Returning to the question on page 10 it is also worth noting that the 
promise of ‘phased introduction that did not interrupt daily business’ 
polled 13% when respondents were asked to choose the three benefits 
that would be most likely to persuade them to upgrade.

“Access control 
upgrades can be 
managed with 
minimal disruption 
if a phased approach 
is adopted” 

The view from HID Global
“Access control upgrades can be managed with minimal disruption if 
a phased approach is considered and installation times are scheduled 
when a site is used less. For example, an evening installation within an 
office environment minimises disruption. In addition, multi-technology 
readers and cards can make the upgrade path easy and non-disruptive 
for a business. On-site administrator training is required to operate the 
new head-end software (in case this part of the system is upgraded). 
Typically, employees do not require training as how a card reader is 
operated has not changed for many years, so remains very similar even 
after an upgrade.” 

DETERRENTS TO 
UPGRADING SYSTEMS
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A large majority of 80% agreed that using smartphones, tablets or 
wearable tech to gain access increases an organisation’s vulnerability to 
cyber hacks. There was a more equal split, however, when it was put to 
respondents that gaining access via mobile devices was a gimmick with 
little real operational benefit. More agreed than disagreed, with those 
figures being 55% and 45% respectively.

The pendulum swung the other way when respondents were asked 
if they expected regular employees would feel the same as security 
personnel about the use of mobile devices to gain access, but again 
there wasn’t a huge gulf. Asked whether expected staff to be resistant 
to, or unenthusiastic about, using their smartphones, tablets or wearable 
tech to gain access, there was a 44%-56% split against the assertion.
Respondents were much more emphatic when asked if they thought it 
was convenient to have identity data not only stored on a card but on 

MOBILE ACCESS

Using smartphones, tablets or wearable 
tech to gain access increases 
vulnerabilities to cyber hacks

80%

20%

■ Agree
■ Disagree

I expect sta� to be resistant to, or 
unenthusiastic about, using their 
smartphones, tablets or wearable tech to 
gain access

44%

56%
■ Agree
■ Disagree

Using smartphones, tablets or wearable 
tech to gain access is a gimmick with little 
real operational benefit

55%

45%
■ Agree
■ Disagree

It is convenient to have identity data not 
only stored on a card but on multiple 
platforms (cards, keyfobs, mobile devices) 
to have more flexibility when new trends 
occur

72%

28%

■ Agree
■ Disagree

Do you agree with these statements?

72% agreed that 
storing identity 
data on multiple 
platforms such 
as cards, keyfobs 
and mobile devices 
would give them 
more flexibility 
when new trends 
arose
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multiple platforms including cards, keyfobs and mobile devices. Seventy-
two percent agreed that it would give them ‘more flexibility when new 
trends occur’.

But there was a significant dissenting voice among the survey responses. 
“The purpose of access control is usually to restrict access to approved 
users,” said one. “So long as credentials are transferrable these will 
remain system vulnerabilities.” This was a problem that could be solved 
with biometrics systems, significant reservations about which we 
acknowledged earlier in the report. But “non-transferrable credentials 
such as biometric are perceived as invasions of privacy if upgrading from 
another system,” continued the aforementioned respondent.

The view from HID Global
“Smartphones are now an integral part of employees’ daily lives. Even if 
the security manager may just view this as ‘just another form factor’, for 
the end user it makes a substantial difference as it provides a hassle-free 
access control method, liberating them from the need to carry around a 
card or token. Smartphones can also store several virtual cards, further 
reducing the number of cards an individual has to carry. 

“Smartphones also enable the use of other communication channels like 
Bluetooth, which brings a new experience to end users. For example, 
they can now open doors and gates securely from longer distances. 
Mobile credentials also simplify credential provisioning as there is no 
need to print and program cards. A digital ID is sent to an employee’s 
mobile phone in seconds, wherever the employee is, and it can be 
revoked remotely.” 

“Mobile credentials 
simplify credential 
provisioning as 
there is no need to 
print and program 
cards”

MOBILE ACCESS
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The EMEA access control market has been projected to grow by 10.6% 
CAGR to $10.4bn by 2020. Do the insights gleaned from this report support 
such optimism? 

Consider that nearly one in two respondents said they have plans to 
upgrade (10% in the next 18 months) and the market certainly seems in 
excellent health. There is also an apparently sizeable gap between the 
functionality that existing installed systems have versus the functionality 
they apparently need (page 6) or want (page 10).  And less than 50% of 
operational systems boast many features offered by the latest systems 
such as high frequency, RFID access with multiple devices or encrypted 
credentials. 

But of course, technological innovation moves rapidly in today’s software-
driven market and there’s a difference between ‘like to have’, ‘should have’ 
and ‘must have’. This report has generated some interesting insights into 
the dynamics – both political and technical – underpinning decision-making 
around upgrading access-control systems.
 
It doesn’t seem presumptuous to suggest that any decision-maker 
pondering an upgrade will have to answer the following five questions 
convincingly:

1.  Will the proposed upgrade make the building and its people and other
assets more secure?

2.  Will it be easier to use than the old system? (‘ease of use’ was the
quality most wanted in a new access control system – see page 10)

3.  Will it provide greater flexibility to adapt to the organisation’s
evolving needs? (Eg through having the option to transfer identity data 
between form factors, such as from cards to phones or wearables)

4.  Can we afford the initial investment?
5.  Does it offer a medium to long-term return on investment in

operational efficiencies and reduced maintenance costs?

Point 4, cost – as with so many things in life – is fundamental, topping 
the list of misgivings over upgrading by some margin (see page 16). But 
HID Global pointed to a “widespread misconception” about the expense 
of replacing or augmenting older systems (on page 16), suggesting that 
a phased upgrade can spread the costs, while backwards-compatible 
technology can be ‘bolted on’ to legacy infrastructure and systems.

CONCLUSION

Expensive 
installations of 
entire solutions are 
less common in what 
is now a software-
driven industry 
characterised by 
iterative upgrades 

CONCLUSION
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The view from IHS – Access Control & Fire
 “Many integrators suggest that end users upgrade, on average, every 
10 years. We expect this life cycle to change though especially as more 
organisations look to use access control to supplement their cyber security 
and building integrity. The economic climate could also be playing a role. 
The average annual real GDP growth for the EMEA region is expected to be 
less than 4% through 2019.” Blake Kozak, principal analyst

Second in the list of reservations was the hassle of installation. Again, HID 
Global prescribes a “phased approach” to reduce disruption, advocating 
evening installations and multi-technology readers and cards to smooth the 
transition.

Prohibitively expensive installations of entire solutions are becoming less 
commonplace in what is now a software-driven industry characterised 
by iterative improvements. The integration of a single tool can have 
transformative effects. Take behavioural analytics, which flags when users 
deviate from previous behaviour patterns and amends authentication 
complexity and frequency accordingly. But despite having a reduced 
‘grudge purchase’ factor, this functionality was not high on respondents’ 
list of priorities and HID Global admits the industry needs to do more to 
promote its benefits.

The survey suggests that the bring-or-choose-your-own-device (BYOD/
CYOD) trends have made upgrades more likely for a majority of 
organisations. Nevertheless, Blake Kozak of IHS notes that we “haven’t seen 
many real-world installations yet”, while not every survey respondent was 
seduced by the trend. Just over half thought that “gaining access via mobile 
devices was a gimmick with little real operational benefit.” Many could be 
persuaded otherwise, however, by the potential for reduced operational 
costs if cards are no longer needed and simplified system management 
(which could even be done by a non-security specialist like an office 
manager). And, according to Kozak, other operational benefits will accrue to 
hotels, buildings with public restrooms and ‘smart homes’.

Mobile access certainly has a potentially significant appeal around enhanced 
convenience, although this is undermined somewhat by widespread concern 
that mobile access creates cyber vulnerabilities (expressed by four in five of 
those polled). HID Global does contend, however, that HID Mobile Access 
is actually more secure than standard credentials thanks to Secure Identity 
Object (SIO) data encoding.

CONCLUSION

Driven by innovation 
and the evolving 
nature of security 
threats, projections 
of strong growth 
in the EMEA region 
seem well founded
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Physical-security managers can no longer dismiss cyber security as solely 
the IT department’s responsibility in the ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) era. 
Admittedly, the threat of cyber hacks wasn’t a big upgrade incentive for 
those polled, although many might perceive that modern systems would 
only increase the interconnectedness, and therefore vulnerability, of IT and 
security systems. 

The insider threat was seen as a greater concern, just as it is for those 
engaged in research and development in access control.

Driven by innovation and the evolving nature of security threats, projections 
for strong growth in the EMEA region seem well founded. Roadblocks do 
exist, with Blake Kozak of IHS suggesting that the access-control industry 
has “fallen short” in the “cost of deploying some solutions as well as open 
standards.” But the recent development of an Open Supervised Device 
Protocol (OSDP) by the Security Industry Association – with HID Global 
taking the lead in the development of these standards – suggests the 
industry is taking necessary steps to establish workable open standards. 
From office buildings to hospitals and prisons, overcoming such challenges 
is key to satisfying the evolving demands of a wide range of vertical 
markets.

CONCLUSION


